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A double-ring-shaped tetradecameric GroEL complex assists proper protein

folding in cooperation with the cochaperonin GroES. The dynamic GroEL–

GroES interaction reflects the allosteric intra- and inter-ring communications

and the chaperonin reaction. Therefore, revealing this dynamic interaction is

essential to understanding the allosteric communications and the operation

mechanism of GroEL. Nevertheless, how this interaction proceeds in the

chaperonin cycle has long been controversial. Here, we directly image the

dynamic GroEL–GroES interaction under conditions with and without fold-

able substrate protein using high-speed atomic force microscopy. Then, the

imaging results obtained under these conditions and our previous results in

the presence of unfoldable substrate are compared. The molecular movies

reveal that the entire reaction pathway is highly complicated but basically

identical irrespective of the substrate condition. A prominent (but moderate)

difference is in the population distribution of intermediate species: symmetric

GroEL : GroES2 and asymmetric GroEL : GroES1 complexes, and GroES–

unbound GroEL. This difference is mainly attributed to the longer lifetime

of GroEL : GroES1 complexes in the presence of foldable substrate. Moreover,

the inter-ring communication, which is the basis for the alternating action of

the two rings, occurs at two distinct (GroES association and dissociation)

steps in the main reaction pathway, irrespective of the substrate condition.

This article is part of a discussion meeting issue ‘Allostery and molecular

machines’.
1. Introduction
In bacteria, GroEL assists proper folding of many proteins in cooperation with

its cochaperonin GroES [1,2]. GroEL is a cylindrical protein complex formed by

two heptameric rings stacked back to back, each consisting of identical ATPase

subunits [3]. GroES is a single homo-heptameric ring [4] and binds to the ends

of the GroEL cylinder depending on the nucleotide state of GroEL. These

multiple factors involved in the reaction cycle of this system make it difficult

to analyse the reaction cycle with ensemble averaging methods. Nevertheless,

several issues concerning this reaction cycle have been revealed by extensive

biochemical and structural studies [5–7]. Unfolded substrate protein (SP)

with exposed hydrophobic residues binds to GroEL at its apical domain [8].

Then, the SP is encapsulated into the hydrophilic cavity of GroEL after its bind-

ing to ATP and GroES [9,10]. The encapsulated SP can fold in this environment.

Subsequently, GroES dissociates and then the SP is released into solution.

Because the two rings of GroEL are identical, these processes proceed at each

ring. Then, an important question is raised: whether or not the molecular processes

at one ring proceed independently of those at the opposite ring. Biochemical kin-

etic studies of ATP binding and hydrolysis put forward allosteric regulation with

intra-ring positive cooperativity and inter-ring negative cooperativity as regard to

ATP binding [11–13]. Based on this allosteric regulation, a model has been postu-

lated in which only one ring binds GroES throughout the cycle, so that asymmetric

GroEL : GroES1 complexes (referred to as the bullet complexes) are exclusively
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formed [14]. The GroES-free ring (trans-ring) can bind ATP only

after ATP is hydrolysed in the GroES-bound ring (cis-ring).

Actual ATP binding to the trans-ring induces release of

GroES, ADP and the encapsulated SP protein from the opposite

ring, while the second GroES binds to the trans-ring to form a

new cis-ring [15,16]. Thus, the two rings of GroEL alternately

bind and release GroES and hence alternately function. None-

theless, symmetric GroEL : (GroES)2 complexes (referred to as

the football complexes) have also been observed under electron

microscopy [17–22]. Moreover, biochemical measurements in

the presence of various concentrations of ATP and GroES

have shown the folding activity to be nearly proportional to

the population of football complexes as well as the

abolishment of inter-ring negative cooperativity of ATP binding

at [ATP] greater than approximately 50 mM [21,22]. The struc-

tural basis of this abolishment of inter-ring negative

cooperativity has recently been revealed by the atomic structure

of football complexes formed by a GroEL mutant with a very

low ATPase activity [23]. In spite of these observations (for

more details, see [24]), this model postulates that football com-

plexes appear only as a transient intermediate in the reaction

cycle, at the time when GroES binds to the trans-ring just

before the completion of GroES release from the cis-ring.

To inspect this model more directly, solution kinetics studies

with fluorescence energy transfer-based GroEL–GroES associ-

ation detection [25–31] and single-molecule fluorescence

microscopy observations [32–35] have been performed in the

past two decades. Most of these studies revealed a part of the

reaction pathway and detected football complexes not as a

briefly subsisting intermediate but as a major one appearing

during the reaction cycle in the presence of unfoldable or

foldable SP. Very recently, dual-colour fluorescence cross-

correlation spectroscopy analysis was performed using

differently labelled GroES [36]. This study showed that football

complexes were to an appreciable extent formed only in the pres-

ence of unfoldable SP, whereas both in the presence of foldable

SP and in the absence of SP, football complexes were only

transiently and hence rarely formed. Thus, even with single-

molecule fluorescence approaches, inconsistent results have

emerged. This may be partly due to different dyes [36] and

dye-labelling sites being used. More seriously, the two rings of

GroEL are too closely positioned to be resolved with fluor-

escence methods. Therefore, it is often very difficult to know

from which ring a detected fluorescence signal comes. To

solve this controversial issue definitely, we need a further

direct method to monitor the dynamic binding and release of

GroES occurring in nano-scale space.

Here we used high-speed atomic force microscopy (HS-

AFM) [37,38] to directly visualize the dynamic GroEL–GroES

interaction with time resolution of 0.23 s. HS-AFM has recently

been used with great success to visualize protein molecules in

dynamic action without disturbing their function [39,40].

In our previous HS-AFM study [41], we imaged the GroEL–

GroES interaction in the presence of unfoldable SP, disulfide

bond-reduced a-lactalbumin (a-LA), and revealed a nearly

entire reaction scheme comprising a main circular pathway

and a side pathway. In both pathways, football complexes

appear as a major intermediate. In the main pathway, which

occurs at approximately 67%, GroES alternately interacts with

the two rings of GroEL. However, in the side pathway, which

occurs at 33%, this alternate rhythm is disrupted; the second

bound GroES dissociates before the first bound GroES dis-

sociates. The pathway branching occurs at the bullet
complexes, and the bullet complexes formed at the exit of the

side pathway can enter either pathway at the respective con-

stant probabilities. In the present HS-AFM study, we image

the GroEL–GroES interaction in the absence and presence of

foldable SP and compare the reaction schemes obtained

under the three substrate conditions.

2. Intermediates and reaction patterns
To visualize the dynamic GroEL–GroES interaction by

HS-AFM, the D490C GroEL mutant biotinylated at Cys490

with a bifunctional reagent (linker length, approx. 2.5 nm) was

immobilized in a side-on orientation on the two-dimensional

(2D) crystal surface of a tamavidin 2 mutein with a lowered

isoelectric point (tamavidin 2-LPI) [42] formed directly on a

bare mica surface (figure 1a). All imaging experiments were

performed at 4.35 frames s21 (0.23 s per frame) under the con-

ditions of 258C, 100 mM KCl, 25 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.4),

5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM ATP, 1 mM GroES, with or without

200 nM of a double mutant of maltose binding protein (DM-

MBP) denatured with guanidine hydrochloride. Rhodanese

was also used as a foldable SP. In the successive AFM images,

three intermediates appeared (figure 1b; supplementary

movies S1–S3): GroES–unbound, and bullet and football com-

plexes (we express these intermediates as ‘U’, ‘B’ and ‘F’,

respectively). The population ratios of these intermediates are

summarized in table 1, including those obtained in the presence

of a-LA [41] and rhodanese. The population ratio in the absence

of SP was similar to that observed in the presence of a-LA (foot-

ball complexes were a major intermediate: 53–67%), whereas

bullet complexes most frequently appeared in the presence of

DM-MBP or rhodanese (62–65%) and football complexes

appeared at approximately 30%. A prominent feature observed

in the presence of foldable SP was moderately frequent appear-

ance of GroES–unbound GroEL (5–8%), which appeared only

at 0.4% in the presence of a-LA and at 1.3% in the absence of SP.

Next, we analysed the order of association and dissociation

of GroES at the two rings of GroEL by choosing the bullet com-

plexes as an initial state (figure 2). As observed previously in

the presence of a-LA [41], these dynamic events are largely

classified into Type I and Type II; in Type I, the cis/trans
states interchange between the two rings after a round of dis-

sociation and association of GroES, resulting in polarity

change between the initial and second bullet complexes (i.e.

B�! X! B�; the vertical arrows indicate the polarity of

bullet complexes and ‘X’ denotes F, U or none), whereas in

Type II no cis/trans interchange occurs, resulting in no polarity

change (i.e. B�! X! B�; ‘X’ denotes F or U). Reaction pat-

terns not belonging to either Type I or Type II (i.e. B! U!
F and B! F! U) rarely appeared in the presence of DM-

MBP (1.8% in total). We omit these cases from the analyses

described below. The population ratios of all reaction patterns

are summarized in table 2. As noted in table 2, the appearance

frequency ratio between Type I and Type II processes is nearly

independent of the substrate condition (Type I : Type II � 3 : 1),

although the Type II process appears more frequently in the

presence of a-LA (Type I : Type II � 2 : 1).

3. Decay kinetics of bullet and football
complexes

All histograms of lifetime for bullet complexes (figure 3a,c,e,g;

electronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2) were

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Assay system for HS-AFM imaging of dynamic GroEL – GroES interaction and captured images. (a) Schematic of assay system used for HS-AFM imaging. Tama-
vidin 2-LPI was two-dimensionally crystallized directly on a bare mica surface. GroEL D490C biotinylated at Cys490 located at its equatorial domain was tethered to the
tamavidin 2-LPI 2D crystal surface through the biotin – tamavidin 2-LPI linkage with a linker length of approximately 2.5 nm. Because this crystal surface is resistant to
non-specific protein binding, the tethered GroEL does not adsorb onto the surface. When the molecule is tapped briefly (approx. 100 ns) with the AFM-tip, the molecule
makes contact with the surface. During imaging, the oscillation energy of the cantilever is partially transferred to the molecule by between 2 and 3 kBT (kB, Boltzmann
constant; T, room temperature in kelvin) per tap, under the imaging conditions. This transferred energy is partitioned to many degrees of freedom of the molecule and
quickly dissipates. Therefore, the tip- and surface-sample contacts do not affect the function of the molecule [40]. (b) HS-AFM images showing repeated GroES association
and dissociation at the two rings of GroEL in the presence of denatured DM-MBP. The images are clipped from successive images captured at 4.35 frames s21. The dashed
lines indicate the positions of toroid ends of the GroEL molecule. The arrowheads indicate GroES bound to GroEL. Besides football and bullet complexes, GroES – unbound
GroEL also appeared at 2.53, 4.83 and 16.10 s. The bulk solution contains 1 mM GroES, 2 mM ATP and 0.2 mM denatured DM-MBP.
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well fitted to single-exponential functions. All values of rate

constants estimated by single-exponential fitting are given in

table 3, together with those previously obtained in the presence

of a-LA for comparison. The bullet complexes in both Type I

and Type II processes (which we refer to as Type I bullet and

Type II bullet, respectively) with or without DM-MBP decayed

to either football complexes or GroES–unbound GroEL

(figure 2), resulting in a pathway branching (i.e. B! F or

B! U). In addition, direct decay into bullet complexes with

altered polarity also occurred in the Type I process, irrespective

of the substrate condition (i.e. B�! B�). However, we think

that this event is just apparent due to occasional miscapturing

of GroES–unbound GroEL, because this GroES–unbound

GroEL decays very fast into bullet complexes with opposite

polarity: 3.29+0.12 s21 (DM-MBP) and 8.16+0.17 s21

(absence of SP). Because the rate constants of B! F and B!
U transitions are approximately three-times different in the

Type I process and approximately two-times different in the

Type II process in the presence of DM-MBP (table 3), bullet

complexes are further classified into two sub-types. We refer

to as ‘B–F type’ and ‘B–U type’ the bullet complexes that

undergo B! F and B! U transitions, respectively. It would

be possible that the intermediates formed just prior to the

bullet complexes might be responsible for the pathway branch-

ing and hence the sub-types. However, this is not the case,

because the decay rates of these sub-types are nearly indepen-

dent of the previous intermediate states, at least in the presence

of DM-MBP (electronic supplementary material, figure S3);

the bullet complexes appearing in the pathways F! B! F

and U! B! F decay at 0.96+0.03 and 1.00+0.06 s21,

respectively, while the bullet complexes appearing in the

pathways F! B! U and U! B! U decay at 0.31+0.04

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Frequency (%) of appearance of intermediate species under different substrate conditions. ‘n’ indicates the total number of captured frames.

football bullet unbound n

no substrate 53.4 45.3 1.3 18 528

foldable substrate DM-MBP 29.5 62.2 8.3 18 759

rhodanese 30.4 64.9 4.7 5350

unfoldable substrate a-LAa 66.8 32.8 0.4 12 714
aData from a previous study [41].
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Figure 2. Three intermediate species (a) and five sequential patterns of
appearance and disappearance of these intermediate species (b) observed
in the presence of foldable SP and in the absence of SP.

Table 2. Frequency (%) of sequential patterns in which intermediate species appear in the GroES association and dissociation reaction under different substrate
conditions. The second line from the top (first five headings) indicates sequential patterns (from left to right) of appearance and disappearance of intermediate
species (F, football; B, bullet; U, GroES – unbound GroEL). ‘n’ indicates the total number of events used in this analysis.

Type I Type II

B�UB� B�FB� B�B� B�UB� B�FB� Type I Type II n

no substrate 6.9 52.5 13.6 1.7 25.3 73.0 27.0 1397

DM-MBP 23.7 38.0 13.1 8.6 16.6 74.8 25.2 1287

rhodanese 25.1 35.0 16.8 5.7 17.4 76.9 23.1 334

a-LAa 2.4 55.7 10.7 0.4 30.8 68.8 31.2 1012
aData from a previous study [41].
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and 0.24+0.03 s21, respectively. Note that the small frequency

of observing the pathway U! B! U hampered precise esti-

mation of the rate constant. In the absence of SP, the bullet

complexes appearing in the pathways F! B! F and U!
B! F decay at 1.26+0.03 and 1.03+0.06 s21, respectively

(electronic supplementary material, figure S4). Considering

the low appearance frequency of the pathway U! B! F,

these values are nearly identical. For the case of Type II pro-

cess, we could not perform this analysis as the appearance

frequency of B! U is small. Nevertheless, in all cases, the prob-

abilities in which bullet complexes decay to F or U are nearly

independent of the intermediates formed just before the bullet

complexes (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

Thus, we conclude that the pathway branching occurring

after bullet complexes originates from distinct B–F and B–U
types of bullet complexes and that these sub-types are in

rapid equilibrium.

When the histograms of lifetime for bullet complexes

formed after F or U were combined, we obtained the follow-

ing rate constants in the presence of DM-MBP: kBU-I ¼ 0.31+
0.02 s21, kBF-I ¼ 0.91+0.03 s21, kBU-II ¼ 0.53+0.02 s21 and

kBF-II ¼ 0.97+0.06 s21. These values as well as those

obtained in the absence of SP (table 3) are significantly smal-

ler than those in the presence of a-LA (kBF-I ¼ 2.75+ 0.06 s21

and kBF-II ¼ 2.02+ 0.06 s21). Besides this prominent feature,

the appearance frequency of B–U type bullet in the presence

of foldable SP is very high (Type I B–U : Type I B–F � 2 : 3),

compared with the case in the absence of SP (Type I B–U :

Type I B–F � 1 : 7).

All histograms of lifetime for football complexes in the

Type I process (which we refer to as Type I football) were

well fitted to single-exponential functions, under all substrate

conditions (figure 3d; electronic supplementary material,

figures S1 and S2). The estimated rate constants (kFB-I) for the

decay of F in the process B�! F! B�, which are only moder-

ately affected by the substrate condition (approx. 0.56 s21), are

given in table 3. On the other hand, all histograms of lifetime

for football complexes in the Type II process (which we refer

to as Type II football) had a peak and were well fitted to a

sequential two-step reaction model (figure 3h; electronic

supplementary material, figures S1 and S2). The two rate con-

stants for the decay of F in the process B�! F! B� (kFB-II
1 and

kFB-II
2 ) estimated by the fitting are given in table 3.

All histograms of lifetime for GroES-unbound GroEL in

the Type I process (for all substrate conditions) and Type II

process (only for DM-MBP) were well fitted to single-expo-

nential functions (figure 3b,f; electronic supplementary

material, figures S1 and S2). The decay U! B in the Type I

process occurs very fast (kUB-I is greater than 3.0 s21),

whereas the decay in the Type II process is much slower

(kUB-II ¼ 0.92 s21 for DM-MBP).
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Figure 3. Histograms of lifetime of intermediate species and residence time of bound GroES observed in the presence of DM-MBP. The curves overlaid on the histograms
are those calculated using rate constants obtained by fitting. Each inset illustration in (a – k) shows a corresponding sequential pattern in which the intermediate concerned
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step reaction). For the data obtained in the absence of SP and in the presence of rhodanese, see electronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2, respectively.
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4. Kinetics undergone by bound GroES
Here, we first describe the Type I process in the absence of SP.

When GroES binds to the trans-ring of bullet complexes, this

newly bound GroES undergoes the pathway of either (i) F!
B�! F! B� or (ii) F! B! U. When GroES binds to

GroES–unbound GroEL, this newly bound GroES undergoes

the pathway of either (iii) B�! F! B� or (iv) B! U. Pathway

(i) is the main pathway. Except for case (iv) where the dis-

sociation of the bound GroEL follows a first-order reaction,

the bound GroES undergoes multiple intermediates before its

final dissociation. Here, we only analysed the histogram for

the residence time of bound GroES undergoing pathway (i)

(electronic supplementary material, figure S1g) as the

probabilities of occurrence of the pathways (ii) and (iii) were

low. The histogram for the residence time of bound GroES

undergoing pathway (i) was well fitted to a sequential four-

step reaction, as was previously observed in the Type I

process in the presence of a-LA [41]. This fitting provided

k1 ¼ 1.64 s2 1, k2 ¼ 0.85 s2 1, k3 ¼ 1.20 s2 1 and k4 ¼ 0.57 s21.

The value of k3 is close to that of kBF-I (¼1.21 s2 1), while the

value of k4 is close to that of kFB-I (¼0.56 s2 1). Moreover, the

sum of 1/k1 and 1/k2 (1.79 s) is identical to the lifetime of

Type I football (1/kFB-I ¼ 1.79 s). Therefore, we performed

the data fitting again under the restrictions of k3 ¼ kBF-I and

k4 ¼ kFB-I, which provided k1 ¼ 1.84+0.21 s2 1 and k2 ¼

0.81+0.06 s2 1. The fact that 1/k1 þ 1/k2 � 1/kFB-I holds,

rather than 1/k1 þ 1/k2 � 1/kBF-I, indicates that an additional,

distinct Type I football (hereafter, we express this Type I foot-

ball as F*) is formed en route to the decay of football

complexes to bullet complexes.

Next, we analysed the residence time distribution of bound

GroES undergoing the main pathway (i) F! B�! F! B�

in the presence of DM-MBP (figure 3k). It was well fitted

to a sequential four-step reaction with rate constants of

k1 ¼ 1.83+ 0.21 s2 1, k2 ¼ 1.06+ 0.07 s2 1, k3 (¼kBF-I) ¼

0.91+ 0.05 s2 1 and k4 (¼ kFB-I) ¼ 0.67+ 0.03 s2 1. The sum

of 1/k1 and 1/k2 again coincided with 1/kFB-I. For the

bound GroES undergoing pathway (ii) F! B! U, we

obtained a moderately good fitting result, when a sequen-

tial three-step reaction was assumed: k1 ¼ 1.65+ 0.30 s2 1,

k2 ¼ 1.20+ 0.16 s2 1 and k3 ¼ 0.34+ 0.02 s2 1 (� kBU-I ¼

0.31 s21) (figure 3j ). For bound GroES undergoing pathway

(iii) B�! F! B�, an excellent fitting result was obtained,

which provided k1 ¼ 1.44+ 0.04 s2 1, k2 ¼ 1.25+ 0.03 s2 1

and k3 (¼kBF-I) ¼ 0.91+ 0.01 s2 1 (figure 3i).
5. Discussion
In this study, we could confirm that football complexes are

not briefly subsisting but long-lived intermediates with

lifetime of 1.522.0 s (Type I) or 1.922.6 s (Type II). Therefore,

football complexes must be actively involved in the chapero-

nin function of GroEL. However, the frequency of appearance

of football complexes moderately depends on the substrate

condition, in the order of unfoldable SP (67%) . absence

of SP (53%) . foldable SP (30%). This is partly due to the

shorter lifetime of football complexes in the presence of

foldable SP, but mainly due to the longer lifetime (and

hence more frequent appearance) of bullet complexes in the

presence of foldable SP.
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The entire reaction pathway of the GroE system revealed by

its direct observation with HS-AFM is much more complicated

than previously realized, and also highly stochastic as with the

previously suggested partial stochasticity of the ATPase reac-

tion in the GroE system [28]. This complexity first results from

the two distinct pathways, Type I and Type II. In the latter,

the alternate rhythm of binding and release of GroES at the

two rings is disrupted, which often occurs (25–33%), indepen-

dently of the substrate condition. Second, GroES–unbound

GroEL sometimes appears after bullet complexes, especially

in the presence of foldable SP (5–8%). The resulting pathway

branching (either B! F or B! U) occurs independently of

the intermediates (F or U) formed just before the bullet com-

plexes. Therefore, there must be two sub-types of bullet

complexes (B–F type and B–U type) in rapid equilibrium, in

both Type I and Type II processes.

From the observed patterns of sequential GroES binding

and release and the analysis of lifetime of all intermediates

in each pathway and residence time of GroES, we constructed

a model for the reaction scheme under each substrate con-

dition, as shown in figure 4. The scheme in the presence of

a-LA is the one modified from our previous study [41].

These schemes are partially tentative because several

issues in this extremely complicated reaction are still open

to clarification, as described below.

Although it is clear that F* occurs en route to the decay of

F! B, this decay occurs twice in the main pathway of F! B�!
F! B�. Therefore, there are two possibilities: F! F*! B�!
F! B� or F! B�! F! F*! B�. If the former is the case,

F* must originate in the newly formed (second) cis-ring of

the first football complexes, rather than in the early formed

(first) cis-ring of the first football complexes. One possibility

is that F* is formed by an ATP-binding-induced conformatio-

nal change in the second cis-ring (apical domain movement

or a conformational change that can drive SP encapsulation).

If F* is formed in the sequence F! B�! F! F*! B�, one

possibility is that ATP hydrolysis to ADP–Pi in the first cis-

ring of the second football complexes induces the formation

of F*. In this case, the rate of ATP hydrolysis into ADP–Pi in

the presence of DM-MBP is 1/(1/kFB-I þ 1/kBF-I þ 1/k1) ¼

0.32 s21 or 1/(1/kFB-Iþ 1/kBF-Iþ 1/k2)¼ 0.28 s21. These values

are close to the values estimated from biochemical studies in

the presence of foldable SP, 0.3120.36 s21 [35,43]. Note that

the biochemically determined rate of ATP!ADP2Pi is an

average over those in different pathways. Likewise, in the

main pathway in the absence of SP, the rate of ATP hydrolysis

into ADP2Pi can be estimated to be either 0.32 or 0.26 s21,

again close to the reported values. In spite of these good agree-

ments, we think that this is not the case because this model

suggests a sequential two-step reaction for the final dissociation

of bound GroES, contrary to the observed single-exponential

distribution of Type I football. Therefore, it is very likely that

F* originates from an ATP-binding-induced conformational

change in the second cis-ring of football complexes.

Next, we discuss allosteric communications between the

two rings of GroEL in the main circular pathway. The resi-

dence time analysis of bound GroES showed the coincidence

of k3 ¼ kBF-I, which indicates that the bound GroES on the

cis-ring senses a certain change occurring in the trans-ring

and vice versa. In the presence of SP, this B! F transition is

accompanied by a series of events in the trans-ring: the ejection

of SP, release of ADP, binding of new ATP and then GroES

binding to the trans-ring. The concentration of ATP used
here (2 mM) is nearly saturating, and the concentration of

GroES (1 mM) is also nearly saturating, considering the

second-order rate constant for GroES binding (1–3 �
107 M21 s21) [44]. Therefore, this transition rate kBF-I is identi-

cal to the rate of ADP release from the trans-ring, indicating

that ADP remains bound for a while in the trans-ring, consist-

ent with biochemical observations [45,46]. However, to

alleviate the discrepancies regarding the presence of football

complexes, an idea has been proposed that this ADP release

retardation would occur only in the absence of SP and this

negative cooperativity could be weakened in the presence

of SP. Therefore, bullet complexes are accumulated in the

absence of SP, whereas in the presence of SP the accelerated

ADP dissociation and hence the accelerated ATP/GroES bind-

ing [27,45] leads to the formation of football complexes [26,28].

However, this idea is inconsistent with our observations.

The value of kBF-I in the absence of SP (1.21 s21) is instead

somewhat larger than that in the presence of foldable SP

(0.91–0.97 s21). Moreover, football complexes are formed in

substantial amount (approx. 50%), even in the absence of SP.

In our previous study [41], we proposed that the asymmetric

bullet structure would cause a strain in the molecule and

this strain would retard ADP release from the cis-ring, like

the retardation of ADP release from the leading head of

myosin V walking on actin filaments [39,47]. What is occurring

in the cis-ring during this B! F transition? One possibility is

ATP hydrolysis to ADP–Pi. The hydrolysis rate in the presence

of DM-MBP calculated based on this assumption, 1/(1/kFB-I þ
1/kBF-I) ¼ 0.39 s21, is close to the biochemically estimated

values, 0.3120.36 s21. If this reaction does occur in the tran-

sition step, the two rings in the bullet complexes mutually

communicate to suppress ATP hydrolysis in the cis-ring and

ADP release from the trans-ring. Compared with the case of

DM-MBP, the strength of this negative cooperativity is 30%

weaker in the absence of SP and 200% weaker in the presence

of a-LA, judging from the values of kBF-I. This negative coop-

erativity ensures the release of SP from the trans-ring before

this ring is capped with GroES. Another interpretation for

k3 ¼ kBF-I would be that the substrate-dependent ATP hydroly-

sis into ADP–Pi triggers ADP release from the opposite ring.

The additional coincidence of 1/k1 þ 1/k2 ¼ kFB-I also indi-

cates an allosteric communication between the two rings.

However, the ambiguity about physical or chemical events

occurring in the transition steps corresponding to k1 and k2

prevents us from gaining insights into the nature of this

communication. Nevertheless, we think that ATP-binding-

induced conformational change occurring in the second

cis-ring in football complexes triggers Pi release and hence

GroES release from the opposite ring.

Finally, we discuss the Type II process. Type II bullet dis-

tinct from Type I bullet is responsible for the Type II process.

The allosteric communication between the two rings in Type

I bullet (corresponding to the coincidence of k3 ¼ kBF-I) must

be disrupted in the Type II process. In our previous HS-AFM

study in the presence of a-LA, we proposed that the Type II

process would occur due to incomplete nucleotide exchange

(unlike the replacement of seven ADPs by seven ATPs) at the

trans-ring of bullet complexes [41]. The disruption of the allo-

steric communication possibly causes partial ADP release

from the trans-ring without ATP hydrolysis in the cis-ring.

The reduced number of bound ATP in the new cis-ring must

only induce a small conformational change in this ring,

which would not be large enough to affect the opposite ring.
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This is consistent with the fact that the early bound GroES

never dissociates in the Type II process. Nevertheless, several

issues concerning the Type II process are still open to clarifica-

tion. Since this process occurs to a non-negligible extent

(25–33%), further studies are awaited on this process.
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